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Abstract
A necessary and sufficient condition is proven for the connectivity of commuting graphs C(G,X), where
G is Sym(n), the symmetric group of degree n, and X is any G-conjugacy class.
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1. Introduction
In this article we determine a necessary and sufficient condition for the connectivity of com-
muting graphs C(G,X), where G is Sym(n), the symmetric group of degree n, and X is any
G-conjugacy class. This completes work begun in [2], where only particular conjugacy classes
were considered. It is also related to work in [1], where the diameter of C(G,X) in the case
G = Sym(n) and X a class of involutions of G was considered.
The structure of commuting graphs has long been of interest in group theory. For example,
commuting graphs of involutions were central to the work of Fischer [3] on 3-transposition
graphs. More recently, Segev and Seitz [4] in resolving the Margulis–Platonov conjecture for
inner forms of type An needed to consider the diameter and so also the connectivity of C(G,X)
for G a non-abelian simple group and X = G\{1}.
Notation
Let G be a group and X a union of conjugacy classes of G. Then C(G,X) is the graph whose
vertex set is X with x, y ∈ X (x = y) joined by an edge whenever they commute. Clearly ele-
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group of all permutations of S and, for an integer n, Sym(n) := Sym(Ω), where Ω = {1, . . . , n}.
In this article we will assume that G = Sym(n). Also when S′ ⊆ S, by slight abuse of notation we
will regard Sym(S′) as a subgroup of Sym(S). We write the action of G on Ω on the right, e.g.,
α · g, for α ∈ Ω and g ∈ G. For g ∈ G we can write g as a product of disjoint cycles g1, . . . , gr
and we denote the cycle type of g by a string cm11 . . . c
ms
s of distinct positive integers ci and pos-
itive integers mi such that mi is number of cycles of length ci occurring in the decomposition
g1 . . . gr (including fixed points as cycles of length 1). For example, (1,2,3) (4,5,6) (7,8) has
cycle type 322113 in Sym(11). For g ∈ G, Supp(g), the support of g, denotes the set of points of
Ω not fixed by g and Fix(g) the set of points of Ω fixed by g. We use Cm to denote the cyclic
group of order m and H  K will denote the standard wreath product of H by K . If a set S of
subsets of Ω is left invariant by a subgroup H of G, then HS will denote the permutation group
induced by H on S. If A is a 2-dimensional array, then a rigid permutation of the rows (respec-
tively columns) of A is a permutation of the elements of A which takes any row (respectively
column) of A to a row (respectively column) of A with the elements arranged in the same order.
Let S be a set of positive integers. Then lcmS will denote the smallest positive integer which is
divisible by all s ∈ S and gcdS will denote the greatest positive integer which divides all s ∈ S.
If P is a set of subsets of Ω and S a subset of Ω , then P ∩S will denote the set of those elements
of P contained in S.
We now define a graph which depends on the cycle type of an element a ∈ G. Let a ∈ Sym(n)
of cycle type ef11 . . . e
fm
m . Then let Γ be a graph with vertices {1, . . . ,m} and (i, j) (for i = j ) is
an edge if and only if eihi = ejhj , for some 1 hi  fi and 1 hj  fj . An edge of Γ is exact
if this is only possible with hi = fi and hj = fj . For 1 i m, let
b(i) := ei
lcm{d: d | ei, d  fi} .
An edge (i, j) of Γ is special with source i if ejfj = ei and b(i) = ei . If V is a set of vertices
of Γ , then Γ \V will denote the subgraph of Γ with all vertices of Γ not contained in V and all
edges of Γ between vertices not in V . Furthermore, if E is a set of edges of Γ , then Γ \ E will
denote the subgraph of Γ with the same vertices as Γ and all edges of Γ except those in E.
Given this notation we can now state the main results.
Theorem 1. Let G = Sym(n), a ∈ G be of cycle type ef , and X = aG. Then C(G,X) is con-
nected if and only if b(1) = 1, or e 3 and f = 1.
This is proven in Section 4.
Theorem 2. Let G = Sym(n) and a ∈ G be of cycle type ef11 . . . efmm with m > 1. Let X = aG.
Then C(G,X) is connected if and only if the following hold:
(1) Γ is connected.
(2) gcd{b(i): 1 i m} = 1.
(3) Γ has at least one edge which is not exact.
(4) The vertex set of Γ is not of the form E ∪ Y , with E ∩ Y = ∅ and E,Y = ∅, such that the
following hold:
(a) for all i, j ∈ E with i = j , (i, j) is an exact edge,
(b) there exists a vertex y ∈ Y such that for all i ∈ E, (i, y) is a special edge with source y,
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(d) gcd{b(i): i ∈ Y } = ey .
This relies on Theorem 1 and is proven in Section 5.
Given conditions for the connectivity of C(G,X), for any conjugacy class X of G, it is then
possible to give conditions for the general case where X is union of many conjugacy classes by
considering the following graph Ψ . The vertices of Ψ are the conjugacy classes of G in X and
two vertices C1 and C2 of Ψ are connected if there exist x1 ∈ C1 and x2 ∈ C2 such that x1 and x2
commute. Then a sufficient condition for the connectivity of C(G,X) is that Ψ is connected and
for at least one vertex C of Ψ , C(G,C) is also connected. A necessary condition is obviously
that Ψ is connected.
2. Examples
We give here a few examples to clarify the notation and illustrate key features of the proofs
which will follow. Throughout we define X = aG. Firstly, let
G = Sym(12) and a = (1,2,3,4,5,6)(7,8,9,10,11,12).
Then a has cycle type 62 and b(1) = 6/2 = 3. Therefore by Theorem 1 C(G,X) is disconnected.
Indeed it is possible to show (see 4.10 below) that any element in the connected component of
C(G,X) containing a must stabilize
B(3) = {{1,3,5}, {2,4,6}, {7,9,11}, {8,10,12}},
the set of orbits of a2.
On the other hand, if we take
G = Sym(18) and a = (1,2,3,4,5,6)(7,8,9,10,11,12)(13,14,15,16,17,18),
then there are also elements such as
x = (1,7,13,4,10,16)(2,8,14,5,11,17)(3,9,15,6,12,18)
commuting with a which stabilize only the orbits of a3 and not a2. In this case b(1) = 1 and by
Theorem 1 C(G,X) is connected.
Now consider the situation where
G = Sym(24) and
a = (1,2,3,4,5,6)(7,8,9,10,11,12)(13,14,15,16)(17,18,19,20)(21,22,23,24).
The graph Γ corresponding to a has two vertices which are joined by an exact edge because
6 · 2 = 4 · 3. We also have that b(1) and b(2) are 2 and 3, the order depending on the labeling of
the vertices. So a is connected in C(G,X) to elements which do not stabilize the set of blocks{{1,4}, {2,5}, {3,6}, {7,10}, {8,11}, {9,12}}.
Furthermore a commutes with elements such as
x = (1,7,4,10)(2,8,5,11)(3,9,6,12)(13,17,21,15,19,23)(14,18,22,16,20,24).
See 5.6 for a method to construct such elements in general. It follows that there are also elements
connected to a in C(G,X)which do not stabilize the set of blocks{{13,15}, {14,16}, {17,19}, {18,20}, {21,23}, {22,24}}.
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system of imprimitivity {{1, . . . ,12}, {13, . . . ,24}}, so C(G,X) is disconnected. If, on the other
hand, a were of cycle type 6244 in G = Sym(28) then there would be no such problem and by
Theorem 2 C(G,X) would be connected.
Another kind of obstruction to connectivity occurs in the situation excluded by condition (4)
of Theorem 2 where special edges appear in the graph Γ . A simple example of this is with
a = (1,2,3,4,5)(6,7,8,9,10) in G = Sym(15).
Then a has cycle type 1552 and so Γ has two vertices joined by a special edge with source on
the vertex corresponding to the 5-cycles of a. In this case any element connected to a in C(G,X)
will stabilize the system of imprimitivity {{1,2,3,4,5}, {6,7,8,9,10}, {11,12,13,14,15}} (see
5.5 for the general proof).
3. Preliminary results
We will require the following elementary results.
3.1. Let G = Sym(n) and H be the stabilizer in G of a system of imprimitivity with blocks of
size s, for 1 < s < n. Then H is a maximal subgroup of G.
Proof. Elementary. 
3.2. Let A be an array with r rows and c columns. Suppose H is a group of permutations of
the points of A which contains all possible rigid permutations of the rows and all possible rigid
permutations of the columns. Suppose also that H contains a cycle of length r on a single column
and a nontrivial element h which permutes points in just the first row. Then H = Sym(A).
Proof. If r = 1 or c = 1, then the result is trivial, so we may assume that r > 1 and c > 1. Let C
be a column of A and let x be a cycle of length r in H on C. Let Hr and Hc be the subgroups of
H of all possible rigid permutations of the rows and columns, respectively. Let X = 〈xHr 〉. Since
HCr = Sym(C), X is a nontrivial normal subgroup of Sym(C). Hence X = Alt(C) or Sym(C).
Suppose S is a nontrivial H -invariant system of imprimitivity on A. Since X acts primitively
on its support C, X acts trivially on S . Therefore C  B for some B ∈ S . Furthermore, as Hc acts
transitively on the columns of A and H contains 〈XHc〉, each member of S is a union of columns.
Since Hc acts primitively on the columns, S is the set of columns. This is a contradiction because
the set of columns is not invariant under h.
Thus H acts primitively on A. Since H contains Alt(C), it follows that Alt(A)  H . If r is
odd, Hc Alt(A) and if r is even, x /∈ Alt(A), so in either case H = Sym(A). 
4. The homogeneous case: Proof of Theorem 1
For 1 t  f , let at be the cycle ((t − 1)e + 1, (t − 1)e + 2, . . . , te) of length e in Sym(n).
Then, without loss of generality, we may take a = a1 . . . af . Now let
B(s, j, k, l) := j + (k − 1)e + (l − 1)e/s,
where s is a divisor of e, 1 j  e/s, 1 k  f and 1 l  s. We also define
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B(s) := {B(s, j, k): 1 j  e/s, 1 k  f }.
Then B(s) is the set of orbits of ae/s and moreover we have:
4.1. The action of a on the points B(s, j, k, l) is given by:
B(s, j, k, l) · a =
⎧⎨
⎩
B(s, j + 1, k, l) if 1 j < e/s,
B(s,1, k, l + 1) if j = e/s and 1 l < s,
B(s,1, k,1) if j = e/s and l = s.
Let b := b(1) and let L be the stabilizer in G of a connected component of C(G,X) contain-
ing a. For r | e, let Hr := CL(ae/r ). Now let h f with h | e and r = e/h. Then define gr to be
the permutation of Ω such that
B(r, j, k, l) · gr =
{
B(r, k, j, l) if 1 k  h,
B(r, j, k, l) if h < k  f,
for every 1  j  h and 1  l  r . From the action of a given in 4.1 we immediately get the
following result.
4.2. Let h f with h | e and r = e/h. Then the action of agr is as follows:
B(r, j, k, l) · agr =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
B(r, j, k + 1, l) if 1 k < h,
B(r, j,1, l + 1) if k = h and 1 l < r,
B(r, j,1,1) if k = h and l = r,
B(r, j, k, l) · a if h < k  f.
4.3. Let h f with h | e and r = e/h. Then a and agr commute. In particular, gr ∈ L.
This can be easily calculated from 4.1 and 4.2.
4.4. Let h f with h | e and r = e/h. Then CG(a),CG(agr )Hr .
Clearly CG(a)  CL(ah) = Hr . Since gr acts on B(r), which is the set of orbits of ah, and
preserves the ordering within these orbits, gr normalizes Hr , and so CG(agr )Hr .
4.5. Let h f with h | e and r = e/h. Then HB(r)r = Sym(B(r)).
By 4.4, we get 〈CG(a),CG(agr )〉Hr . Arrange the hf sets of B(r) into an array of f rows
and h columns with B(r, j, k) the entry in row k and column j . Let B′ be the subset of B(r)
consisting of the first h rows in this array. By 4.1 CG(a) contains all rigid permutations of the
rows of this array and induces a cycle of length h on each of the rows. Also by 4.2 CG(agr )
contains all rigid permutations of the columns of B′ and a cycle of length h on each of the
columns. It induces the same action as CG(a) on B(r) \B′. Then 3.2 shows that HB(r)r contains
Sym(B′) and so must be equal to Sym(B(r)) because it contains all the rigid permutations of the
rows.
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If s is even, then for any B,B ′ ∈ B(s), Hs contains an element which is the product of s-cycles
on B and B ′ and fixes pointwise the other elements of B(s).
If e/s = 1, then the result is trivial, so we may assume e/s > 1. Let c = a1 = (1, . . . , e).
Then c ∈ CG(a)Hs . Furthermore, ce/s is a product of e/s s-cycles, the supports of which are
blocks in B(s). Let B be one of these blocks. Since f > 1, there is an element of HB(s)s which
interchanges B with a block of B(s) not contained in the support of c. Let l be a pre-image of
this element in Hs . Then [ce/s, l] is the product of pair of s-cycles on B and Bl which commute
with ae/s . By conjugation using elements of Hs we can find for any pair of blocks in B(s),
s-cycles on these blocks so that their product is in Hs . If s is even, then we are done.
Suppose s is odd. We know that A := CG(ae/s) = V K where K ∼= Sym(B(s)) and V is a
direct product of |B(s)| cyclic groups of order s. Note that [V,A] is a subgroup of V of index s
generated by products of s-cycles on pairs of blocks in B(s). So by above it is contained in
V ∩ Hs and since A = VHs , we see that A′  Hs . In particular K ′ ∼= Alt(B(s)) is contained
in Hs . Let t ∈ Hs such that tV /V interchanges the first two blocks of B(s). By multiplying
with elements in V ∩ Hs we may, without loss of generality, assume that t = tvtk , where tk is a
transposition in K and tv acts trivially on all blocks in B(s) except possibly B(s,1,1). Note that
tvt
tk
v = t2 ∈ Hs and also [tv, c] = t−1v t tkv ∈ Hs . Hence t2v ∈ Hs and, as s is odd, tv and tk are also
in Hs ; so K Hs . Now it is easy to calculate that c = ckcv , where ck ∈ K and cv is an s-cycle
on B(s,1,1). Then cv ∈ Hs and so A = VK Hs .
4.7. Let h1 and h2 be divisors of e and suppose f > 1. Let r1 = e/h1, r2 = e/h2, and u =
gcd{r1, r2}. If HB(r1)r1 = Sym(B(r1)) and HB(r2)r2 = Sym(B(r2)), then HB(u)u = Sym(B(u)).
Since u = gcd{r1, r2}, either r1/u or r2/u is odd. We assume the former, the argument for
the other case being symmetrical. Let t := lcm{r1, r2}. Then by definition each set in B(t) is a
disjoint union of exactly t/ri sets in B(ri) and the intersection of a set in B(r1) with a set in
B(r2) is either empty, if they are not both contained in the same element of B(t), or otherwise is
a set in B(u). We define an array A of elements of B(u) in which each column corresponds to
those elements of B(u) contained in a particular element of B(r1) arranged in order so that ah1
permutes them cyclicly. Furthermore we can arrange the elements of this array so that blocks of
B(u) in the same block of B(r2) occur in the same row of A and ah2 permutes these elements
cyclically. This array then has r1/u rows and f h1 columns. Since Hu contains Hr1 and Hr2 ,
Hu induces all possible rigid permutations of the columns of A and, since each row corresponds
to a union of elements from B(r2), Hu also induces all possible rigid permutations of the rows.
Furthermore, applying 4.6 to the action of Hr1 on B(u), we find that Hu also induces a cycle of
length r1/u on each individual column because r1/u is odd. As f > 1, each row of A contains
elements from at least two different blocks of B(r2) and so applying 4.6 to the action of Hr2 on
B(u) we see that Hu induces a nontrivial permutation of the elements in a single row of A. The
conclusion now follows by applying 3.2.
4.8. HB(b)b = Sym(B(b)).
If f = 1, then e = b and the result is trivial. So we may assume that f > 1. Then for any h
dividing e with h f we apply 4.5 to get HB(r)r = Sym(B(r)), for r = e/h. We now apply 4.7
successively to the pairs of such divisors of e to get the result.
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By 4.8 L = H1 = Sym(B(1)) = G, so C(G,X) is connected.
4.10. Let x ∈ CX(a). Then B(b) is the set of orbits of xe/b.
Let x ∈ CX(a). Then x has order e an acts on the orbits of a. Let {Supp(ai1), . . . ,Supp(aih)}
be an orbit of length h of x on the orbits of a, where i1, . . . , ih are distinct integers in {1, . . . , f }.
In particular h f and h | e. Therefore b | (e/h) and xh acts on each Supp(aij ), for 1 j  h,
with order e/h. Since x commutes with a the orbits of xe/b , which is a power of xh, on Supp(aij )
are in B(b).
It follows immediately from 4.10 that every element in the connected component of C(G,X)
containing a leaves B(b) invariant. So if b > 1 and |B(b)| > 1, then C(G,X) is disconnected. If
|B(b)| = 1, then f = 1 and b = e, and it is easy to see that C(G,X)is disconnected except when
e 3. These observations together with 4.9 complete the proof of the theorem.
5. The general case: Proof of Theorem 2
We begin with some notation which will be used throughout the remainder of the article. For
x ∈ X and 1 i m, let xi be the product of all the cycles of length ei in the cycle decomposition
of X. Then for s | ei , let Bx(s, i) be the set of orbits of length s of xei/si and for Δ ⊆ Γ , let
Bx(s,Δ) :=⋃i∈ΔBx(s, i). We also define Λx(i) := Supp(xi) and Λx := {Λx(i): 1 i m}.
We first prove that the four conditions of Theorem 2 are necessary for the connectivity of
C(G,X).
5.1. If C(G,X) is connected, then Γ is connected.
Suppose that C(G,X) is connected and let ef11 . . . efmm be the cycle type of a. For some
1  i  m, let α be a point of a cycle of length ei in a. Then for any 1  j  m there exists
x ∈ X such that α is in a cycle of length ej of x. Since C(G,X) is connected, there exists a path
{a = y0, y1, . . . , yr = x} in C(G,X). For each 0 k  r , suppose α is a point of a cycle of length
eik of yk , for some 1 ik m. We have i0 = i and ir = j . We will show by induction on k that
ik is connected to i in Γ , the case k = 0 being trivial. So suppose k  1 and ik−1 is connected
to i in Γ . Let z be the cycle of yk−1 which contains α. Since yk commutes with yk−1, every point
of z is in a cycle of length eik in yk and all the points on each of these cycles are in cycles of
length eik−1 in yk−1. Hence eikh = eik−1h′, for some h  fik and h′  fik−1 . So (ik−1, ik) is an
edge in Γ and ik is connected to i, which completes the induction. Therefore j is connected to i
in Γ , and so Γ is connected.
5.2. Let x ∈ CX(a) and suppose Λx(i)∩Λa(j) = ∅ for some i, j ∈ Γ . Then i = j or (i, j) is an
edge in Γ . Furthermore, if Δ ⊆ Γ and s := gcd{b(i): i ∈ Δ}, then Ba(s,Δ) ⊆ Bx(s,Δ).
Since x commutes with a, xi acts on the orbits of a. If Λx(i)∩Λa(j) = ∅, for some i, j ∈ Γ ,
then there exists an orbit O induced by xi on the orbits of a of length ej contained in Λx(i).
Let hj := |O|. Then hj  fj and hj | ei . Furthermore, xhji acts on each orbit of O with order
ei/hj . Therefore (ei/hj ) | ej . Let hi := ejhj /ei . Since each point of each orbit of O is in a
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in Γ . Furthermore, as xhji acts on each orbit of O as a product of cycles which commute with a,
xi leaves invariant the blocks of Ba(ei/hj , j) which are contained in the orbits of O and xhji
acts cyclicly on each of these blocks in the same way as aejhj /ei = ahi . Suppose now that i, j ∈
Δ ⊆ Γ and s := gcd{b(i): i ∈ Δ}. Then it remains to show that s | (ei/hj ). If fi  fj , then
hi  fj and divides ej . So s | b(j) | (ej /hi) = (ei/hj ). Symmetrically if fi  fj , then hj  fi
and divides ei . Hence s | b(i) | (ei/hj ). Therefore each set in Ba(s, j) contained in an orbit of
O is an orbit of xei/si .
5.3. If C(G,X) is connected, then gcd{b(i): 1 i m} = 1.
Suppose that the result is false, so C(G,X) is connected and s := gcd{b(i): 1 i m} > 1.
Let x ∈ CX(a). Then by 5.2, with Δ = Γ , Ba(s,Γ ) = Bx(s,Γ ). Therefore every element of
the connected component of C(G,X) containing a also stabilizes Ba(s,Γ ). Thus C(G,X) is
disconnected, contradicting the assumption.
5.4. If C(G,X) is connected, then Γ contains an edge which is not exact.
Suppose the result is false, so C(G,X) is connected and every edge of Γ is exact. By 5.1, Γ is
connected. Since the property of points of Γ being joined by exact edges is a transitive relation,
this implies that every pair of vertices of Γ is joined by an exact edge. Suppose x ∈ CX(a).
We will show that Λa = Λx . Suppose 1  i, j  m are such that Λa(i) ∩ Λx(j) = ∅. Since x
commutes with a, every point of every cycle of a containing a point in Λa(i) ∩ Λx(j) lies in a
cycle of length ei in a and in a cycle of length ej in x. So Λa(i) ∩Λx(j) is a union of points of
cycles of a of length ei and similarly is also a union of points of cycles of x of length ej . Since
the edge (i, j) is exact, this forces Λa(i) ∩ Λx(j) = Λa(i) = Λx(j). Hence Λa = Λx and the
connected component of C(G,X) containing a is contained in the stabilizer of Λa . So C(G,X)
is not connected which contradicts the assumption.
5.5. Suppose that Γ is of the form excluded by condition (4). Then C(G,X) is disconnected.
For any x ∈ X define
Ix :=
{
Λx(i): i ∈ E
}∪ {B: B ∈ Bx(ey, i), i ∈ Y}.
Now let x ∈ CX(a). We will show that Ix = Ia .
Suppose that Λx(i)∩Λa(j) = ∅ for some i, j ∈ Γ . Then by 5.2 either i = j or (i, j) is an edge
of Γ . Suppose first that i, j ∈ E. Then i = j or (i, j) is an exact edge, and so Λx(i) = Λa(j).
Now consider j ∈ Y and i ∈ E. Then j = y, because (i, j) is an edge and this must be a special
edge with source j . Thus Λx(i) ∈ Ba(ey, j). By a symmetrical argument, if i ∈ Y and j ∈ E, then
i = y and Λa(j) ∈ Bx(ey, i). Finally, suppose i, j ∈ Y . Then as gcd{b(k): k ∈ Y } = ey , 5.2 shows
that Ba(ey, j) ⊆ Bx(ey, i). Thus Ix = Ia and therefore any element in the connected component
of C(G,X) containing a stabilizes Ia . So C(G,X) is disconnected.
We have established that the four conditions of the theorem are necessary for C(G,X) to
be connected. We now assume that these conditions hold and prove that C(G,X) is connected.
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C(G,X) containing a. We will show that L = G. For Δ ⊆ Γ and s | gcd{ei : i ∈ Δ}, let
LΔ :=
{
l ∈ L: Supp(l) ⊆
⋃
i∈Δ
Λa(i)
}
and Hs,Δ := StabLΔ
(Ba(s,Δ)).
For i ∈ Γ , we will also write Li instead of L{i} and Hs,i instead of Hs,{i}. We will also assume,
without loss of generality, that e1 < ei , for all 1 < i m.
5.6. Let (i, j) be an edge of Γ and suppose s | gcd{ei, ej }. Then there exists an involution
gij ∈ L{i,j} such that gij leaves Bi(s) ∪ Bj (s) invariant, Λa(i)gij = Λa(i), and Λa(j)gij =
Λa(j).
Let ai,1, . . . , ai,fi and aj,1, . . . , aj,fj be the cycles of length ei and ej , respectively, occurring
in ai and aj , respectively. Since (i, j) is an edge, there exist hi | ej and hj | ei with hi  fi ,
hj  fj and eihi = ejhj . Then there exist cycles ci and cj of length eihi = ejhj in G such that
c
hi
i =
∏
1thi
ai,t and c
hj
j =
∏
1thj
aj,t .
Let gij be such that c
gij
i = cj , c
gij
j = ci , and Supp(gij ) = Supp(ci)∪ Supp(cj ). Let
a∗i :=
∏
hi<tfi
ai,t and a∗j :=
∏
hj<tfj
aj,t .
Then
(aiaj )
gij = (chii a∗i )gij (chjj a∗j )gij = (cgiji )hi a∗i (cgijj )hj a∗j = chij a∗i chji a∗j ∈ CG(aiaj ),
and so agij commutes with a. Hence gij ∈ L{i,j}. Also if s > 1, then the nontrivial orbits of ceihi/si
and cej hj /sj are blocks in Ba(s, i) and Ba(s, j) respectively, so gij has the required properties.
5.7. Let Δ be a connected subgraph of Γ and suppose s | gcd{ei : i ∈ Δ}. Then HBa(s,Δ)s,Δ is
transitive on Ba(s,Δ). In particular, L is transitive on Ω .
By 4.4, for any i ∈ Δ, Hs,i  CSym(Λa(i))(a) ∼= Cei  Sym(fi) and so HBa(s,i)s,i is transitive on
Ba(s, i). Suppose (i, j) is an edge in Δ. Then by 5.6 there exists gij ∈ LΔ which interchanges
sets in Ba(s, i) with sets in Ba(s, j) and the first statement follows because Δ is connected. The
last statement follows from the case Δ = Γ and s = 1.
5.8. Suppose (i, j) is an edge of Γ with fi, fj > 1. Let si | ei , sj | ej , and s = gcd{si , sj }. If
H
Ba(si ,i)
si ,i
= Sym(Ba(si , i)) and HBa(sj ,j)sj ,j = Sym(Ba(sj , j)), then
H
Ba(s,j)
s,j 
( ×
D∈Ba(sj ,j)
Sym
(Ba(s, j)∩ Supp(D))
)
 Sym
(Ba(sj , j)). (1)
Furthermore, if ei  ej or sj = ej , then HBa(s,j) = Sym(Ba(s, j)).s,j
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We can also define ci, cj and gij as in 5.6. Let Si be the supports of the cycles of c
ej hj /si
j .
They are sets of size si in Λa(j) that are images of elements in Ba(si , i) under gij . Let Sj :=
Ba(sj , j) ∩ Supp(cj ) and Ss := Ba(s, j) ∩ Supp(cj ). Furthermore, let H ′ = 〈xgij : x ∈ Hsi,i ,
Supp(x) ⊆ Supp(gij )〉. Then by assumption (H ′)Si = Sym(Si).
Suppose Bi ∈ Si , Bj ∈ Sj , and Bi ∩ Bj = ∅. Since Bj is a union of blocks in Ba(s, j) and
Bi is a union of images of blocks in Ba(s, i) under gij , Bi ∩Bj is a union of blocks in Ba(s, j).
Suppose that Bi ∩Bj contains two such blocks D1 and D2 and let D′1 and D′2 be their images in
Λa(i) under gij . Then D
cwj
1 = D2 and D
′cwi
1 = D′2, for some integer w, which must be a multiple
of both ejhj /sj and eihi/si . Since ejhj = eihi , it follows that w is a multiple of eihi/s, and so
D1 = D2. Therefore the intersection of a set in Si with a set in Sj is either empty or a set in Ss .
We will now show that HSss,j = Sym(Ss). Since s = gcd{si , sj }, at least one of si/s and sj /s is
odd. Notice that if we could show that HS
gij
s
s,i = Sym(S
gij
s ), then by conjugation with gij it follows
that HSss,j = Sym(Ss). So the situation is symmetric in i and j and we may assume without loss
of generality that si/s is odd. Let A be an array of the elements of Ss with the columns consisting
of those blocks in the same element of Si arranged so that ahi permutes them cyclicly. By the
observation above we can also arrange the elements of A so that any two which are contained in
the same block of Sj are in the same row and ahj permutes them cyclicly. This array then has
si/s rows on which Hsj ,j induces any rigid permutation and has eihi/si columns on which H ′
induces any rigid permutation. Since fi, fj > 1 we may apply 4.6 and by considering its action
on Ss , we get that Hsj ,j induces a cycle of length si/s on any individual column and H ′ induces
some nontrivial permutation of the elements in the first row. Since 〈Hsj ,j ,H ′〉Hs,j , 3.2 yields
that HSss,j = Sym(Ss).
As HBa(sj ,j)sj ,j = Sym(Ba(sj , j)) and Ss ⊇ Ba(s, j) ∩ Supp(D), for some D ∈ Ba(sj , j), (1)
holds. Furthermore, if ei  ej or sj = ej , then the elements of Ss are not contained in a single set
D of Ba(sj , j), so the second statement follows from 3.1.
5.9. Suppose (i, j) is an edge in Γ which is not special with source j (we allow the reverse
possibility) and suppose fi, fj > 1. Let si | ei , sj | ej , and s = gcd{si, sj }. If HBa(si ,i)si ,i =
Sym(Ba(si , i)) and HBa(sj ,j)sj ,j = Sym(Ba(sj , i)), then H
Ba(s,j)
s,j = Sym(Ba(s, j)).
By 5.8 we know that (1) holds and if ei  ej , then there is nothing more to prove, so we may
assume ei | ej . Then we may take hi > 1 such that eihi = ej . Since ej > ei , applying 5.8 with
the roles of i and j reversed we get HBa(s,i)s,i = Sym(Ba(s, i)). Suppose first that hi < fi . We
know that
H
Ba(s,{i,j})
s,{i,j}  Sym
(Ba(s, i))× Sym(Ba(s, j)∩D), where D ∈ Ba(ej , j).
By 5.7 the group on the left-hand side is also transitive on Ba(s, {i, j}) and, as |Ba(s, j) ∩ D| =
|Ba(s, i)|, it must also contain Sym((Ba(s, j)∩D)∪Ba(s, i)), for all D ∈ Ba(ej , j), from which
the result follows. So suppose hi = fi . Since (i, j) is not a special edge with source j , this forces
b(j) < ej . Then there exists 1 = h | ej with h fj . So by 4.5 HBa(s,j)s,j also contains an element
not stabilizing the blocks of Ba(ej , j), and so the result follows from 3.1.
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in Γ with source j and let A be the connected component of Γ \ E containing j . Let si | ei ,
sj | ej , and s = gcd{si, sj }. Suppose that gcd{b(w): w ∈ A} < ej , HBa(si ,i)si ,i = Sym(Ba(si , i)),
and HBa(sj ,j)sj ,j = Sym(Ba(sj , j)). Then H
Ba(s,j)
s,j = Sym(Ba(s, j)).
Let k ∈ A such that ej  b(k) and let {j = p0,p1, . . . , pu = k} be a path in A. We may choose
k such that this path has minimum possible length and we will prove the result by induction on
the length u. Note that the minimality of this path forces fpt > 1, for all 1 t < u. For if fpt = 1,
then (pt−1,pt+1) is a non-special edge, contradicting the minimality of the length of the path
from j to k. Furthermore fk > 1, for otherwise by the minimality of the distance of k from j we
have ej | b(pu−1) | epu−1 | ek = b(k), a contradiction.
Suppose first that u = 1. Then (j, k) is an edge in A and so cannot be a special edge with
source j . Furthermore it cannot be a special edge with source k, for then ej | ek = b(k), con-
trary to the assumption. By 4.8 HBa(b(k),k)b(k),k = Sym(Ba(b(k), k)). Then applying 5.9 to the edge
(j, k) we get HBa(r,j)r,j = Sym(Ba(r, j)), for r := gcd{sj , b(k)} < ej . Let s′ := gcd{r, si}. Then
as s′ = ej , 5.8 yields HBa(s
′,j)
s′,j = Sym(Ba(s′, j)). But s′ | s, which gives the result.
We now take as our induction hypothesis that 5.10 holds for a special edge (i, j) with source
j and fj > 1 whenever the corresponding A has a vertex k of distance at most u− 1 from j such
that ej  b(k). By 4.8 we know that HBa(b(pt ),pt )b(pt ),pt = Sym(Ba(b(pt ),pt )), for all 1  t  u. We
will show by induction on t starting with u and decreasing to t = 1 that
H
Ba(r,pt )
r,pt = Sym
(Ba(r,pt )), where r := gcd{b(pw): t w  u}. (2)
In the case when t = u, r = b(pu), and so there is nothing more to prove. Now suppose that
1 t < u and (2) holds for t + 1. If (pt ,pt+1) is not a special edge with source pt , then by 5.9
and the induction hypothesis, (2) holds for t . Suppose that (pt ,pt+1) is a special edge with
source pt . If (pt−1,pt ) is also a special edge with source pt , then (pt−1,pt+1) is a non-special
edge which contradicts the minimality of the length of the path from j to k. Therefore j is
connected to pt in Γ \ E′ by a path of length less than u, where E′ is the set of special edges
of Γ with source pt . By the minimality of u we know that ej | b(pt ) = ept and, in particular,
ej < ept . Hence ept  b(j) and so since by induction 5.10 holds for paths of length less than u by
applying it to the edge (pt ,pt+1) we get that (2) holds for t . Hence by induction (2) holds for
t = 1.
Now applying 5.9 to the edge (j,p1), which is not special with source j , we get HBa(r
′,j)
r ′,j =
Sym(Ba(r ′, j)), for r ′ = gcd{sj , b(k)} < ej . Let s′ := gcd{r ′, si}. Then as s′ = ej , 5.8 yields
H
Ba(s′,j)
s′,j = Sym(Ba(s′, j)) and since s′ | s the result follows.
5.11. Sym(Λa(1)) L.
It is sufficient to show that for all 1 i m, HBa(s,1)s,1 = Sym(Ba(s,1)), for some s dividing
gcd{b(1), b(i)}. For then, as gcd{b(i): 1 i m} = 1, we can apply 4.7 successively to pairs
of such divisors s to get the result. Notice that f1 > 1, for otherwise the vertex 1 is isolated
in the graph Γ contrary to the assumption. Furthermore, if fi = 1 for some 1  i  m, then
b(j) | ej | ei = b(i) for any vertex j joined to i in Γ . So we may assume that fi > 1.
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have that
fpt > 1, for all 0 t  u, (3)
for otherwise we could choose a shorter path in Γ from i to 1 avoiding the point pt . For 0 
t  u, we will show by induction on t that
H
Ba(s,pt )
s,pt = Sym
(Ba(s,pt )), (4)
where s = gcd{b(pv): 0 v  t}. By 4.8 we know that
H
Ba(b(pt ),pt )
b(pt ),pt
= Sym(Ba(b(pt ),pt)).
In particular, the case t = 0 holds. Suppose that t > 0 and that (4) holds for smaller t . If (pt−1,pt )
is not a special edge with source pt , then (4) holds for t using 5.9, (3), and the induction hypothe-
sis for t −1. If (pt−1,pt ) is a special edge with source pt , then as ept > ept−1 , t = u and e1 < ept .
So we have ept  b(1) and by the minimality of u, (pt ,pt+1) is not a special edge with source pt .
So 1 is connected to pt in Γ \E where E is the set of all special edges with source pt . Therefore,
using (3), we may apply 5.10 and (4) holds for t using the induction hypothesis.
5.12. Let C be a connected subgraph of Γ such that L Sym(Λa(i)), for all i ∈ C, and not all
the edges of C are exact. Then
L Sym
(⋃
i∈C
Λa(i)
)
.
We proceed by induction on |C|; the case |C| = 1 is trivial. Suppose |C| = 2. Then the two
vertices of C, say i and j , are joined by a non-exact edge. Therefore by 5.6 there exists gij ∈
L{i,j} with Λa(i)gij = Λa(i), Λa(j)gij = Λa(j), and Supp(gij ) = Λa(i) ∪ Λa(j). It follows
that L  〈Sym(Λa(i)),Sym(Λa(j)), gij 〉 = Sym(Λa(i) ∪ Λa(j)). Now suppose |C| > 2 and
the result holds for smaller connected subgraphs containing a non-exact edge. There must be
at least two vertices i, j ∈ C such that the subgraphs of Γ on C\{i} and C\{j} are connected.
Furthermore, at least one of these subgraphs must contain a non-exact edge, otherwise all the
vertices of C would be joined by exact edges. Let J be such a subgraph with a non-exact edge
and let i be the unique vertex in C but not J . Then by the induction hypothesis
L
〈
Sym
(⋃
j∈J
Λa(j)
)
,Sym
(
Λa(i)
)〉
.
Since C is connected, there exists j ∈ J such that (i, j) is an edge. Then by 5.6 there exists
gij ∈ L{i,j} with Λa(i)gij = Λa(i) and Λa(j)gij = Λa(j) from which the result follows.
5.13. For all 1 i m, Sym(Λa(i)) L.
Let C := {i ∈ Γ : Sym(Λa(i)) L}. By 5.11, 1 ∈ C, so in particular C is not empty. Suppose
i ∈ C and j is a vertex of Γ which is connected to i by a path of the form {i = p0,p1, . . . ,
pu = j} such that for all 1  t  u, (pt−1,pt ) is not a special edge with source pt . If fi = 1,
then there is a vertex k ∈ C joined to i with fk > 1. By conjugating with an element gik as
defined in 5.6, it follows that L  Sym(Λa(k)). Since k is also joined to p1, we may assume
that fi > 1 by replacing i by k if necessary. A similar argument shows that we may assume that
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may choose a path in C avoiding pt . It then follows by induction along the path using 5.9 that
L Sym(Λa(j)) and so j is also in C.
Suppose, by way of a contradiction, that C = Γ . Then by the previous paragraph there are
vertices j ∈ Γ \ C and i ∈ C such that (i, j) is a special edge with source j . Suppose first that
there are two vertices of C joined by a non-exact edge. Then 5.12 yields
L Sym
(⋃
c∈C
Λa(c)
)
.
By conjugation with gij as defined in 5.6, we see that L Sym(D), for any D ∈ Ba(ej , j). Since
|C|  2, Sym(⋃c∈C Λa(c)) × Sym(D) is a maximal subgroup of Sym(D ∪ (⋃c∈C Λa(c))),
which must therefore also be contained in L, because L is transitive by 5.7. Hence L contains
Sym(Λa(j)), contradicting the assumption that j /∈ C.
It remains to consider the cases where |C| = 1 or all the edges between vertices of C are
exact. Let Y = Γ \C. By the above every vertex of C is joined to precisely one vertex y ∈ Y and
this must be by a special edge with source y. If |C| > 1, then as all the edges between vertices
of C are exact, each vertex of C must be joined to the same vertex y, so j = y. Therefore, in
any case, by condition (4) of the statement of Theorem 2 we must have gcd{b(k): k ∈ Y } < ey .
Furthermore, if fy = 1, then as Γ is connected we get that Γ = C ∪ {y}, which is excluded by
condition (4). So fy > 1 and we may apply 5.10 to get that L Sym(Λa(y)), which contradicts
the assumption that y /∈ C.
5.14. L = G.
As not every edge of Γ is exact, this follows immediately from 5.12 and 5.13 and completes
the proof of Theorem 2.
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